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A REVIEW OP RADIOISOTOPE TECHNIQUES IN THE STUDY OP VITAMIN B12
ABSORPTION

K. Boddy

Abstract

The five in vivo torts in common use for the study of vitamin BI 9 absorption,

namely, l) faecal excretion method, 2) urinary excretion method, 3) Plasma
radioactivity method, /') hepatic uptake method, axtd 5) whole-body counting

method, are described.. The merits?disadvantages and limitations of each method
are considered in a clinical context. Whole-body counting is regarded as the
method of choice where appropriate facilities o.re available and when the delay of

about 7 days in obtaining the result is acceptable. The plasma radioactivity

method can Provide concurrently a rapid assessment,

1. INTRODUCTION

In another context, Butler (Hudibras I in) observed: "Ay me'. What perils do
environ the man that meddles with cold iron". The observation appears equally
apposite io quantitative- studies with 'cold' vitamin B, „• Nevertheless, long be-
fore vitamin B, „ had been isolated '"'or was available as Co-labelled vitamin

-. L£. /i r >-
\ L- ) PBn r , pernicious anaemia, had been described r?"' ", its treatment by feeding largeId 7

amounts of liver had been undertaken1 and Castle had observed that patients with
pernicious anaemia lacked a substance in their gastric secretion, "intrinsic factor",
with consequent failure to absorb a specific nutrient, "extrinsic factor", new known

as vitamin B, 0. Only indirect methods were available to assess the adequacy, or
8otherwise, of vitar.iin B, 0 absorption, namely the reticulocyte response and in vivo

testing of the patient's gastric juice for intrinsic-factor activity. However, with
the availability of vitamin B, ̂ labelled with radioisotopes of cobalt, quantitative

measurements of vitamin B, „ absorption and metabolism were facilitated. The objec-
tive of the present paper is to review radioisotope techniques in the study of
vitamin B-, 0 absorption. The review is devoted primarily to methods of measuring

absorption per se rather than to those concerned with the absorption mechanisms

such as the radioimmunoassay of gastric intrinsic factor, of circulating antibody

to intrinsic factor or for the presence of receptors for the intrinsic factor-B., ?
complex in ileal tissue. There are five methods in common use for the assessment
of vitamin B, 0 absorption in vivo. These are; Faecal excretion, urinary excretion,
plasma radioactivity, hepatic uptake, and whole-body counting.



After a. cronsideration of some general principles common to all of the tests,
each technique is examined in turn with an assessment of its advantages end dis-
advantages. An intercomparison is then attempted in relation to the purposes for
which vitamin B-, absorption is studied.

2. GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF MEASURING VITAMIN B^ ABSORPTION IN VIVO

The absorption of vitamin B,» is determined by administering to the patient,
who fasts overnight and for two hours after administration, an oral dose of radio-
active vitamin B,p (usually 0.5-2 ug) and by measuring the subsequent amount of
radioactivity in the faeces, urine, blood, liver, or whole body. The dose is
normally administered in water, the beaker is washed and the washings are also
swallowed. The radioisotopes commonly used at present for labelling vitamin B, 0

57 58in these tests are Co and Co, which give much lower radiation doses to the
patient per unit activity than the Co used previously. Their shorter half lives
are also advantageous. As po.tients are occasionally exposed to multifarious tests

involving radionuclides, of x^hich the investigator may not be pre-cognisant, it is
prudent in all the methods to make a background or control measurement before be-
ginning the test.- Potential interferences can then bo evaluated, in relation to
the absorption test to be used, and either allowed for or eliminated; exceptionally,

the interferences could disqualify the absorption test.
Subnormal absorption in this test can be caused by a number of conditions as

shown in Table 1, taken from reference 9« It is customary to repeat the test in
such cases by orally administering radioactive vitamin B, „ together with intrinsic
factor. (As pointed out later, these tests without and with intrinsic factor can
be executed simultaneously.) If absorption of the vitamin is then normal, it
implies an inadequate gastric secretion of intrinsic factor since the malabsorption
is corrected when intrinsic factor is supplied. On the other hand, if absorption
remains subnormal it could be due to (a) ileal dysfunction, possibly with con-
comitant gastric dysfunction ~" '" (whose further exploration requires in vitro
assay for intrinsic factor ), (b) blind loop syndrome or fish tapeworm (which
would tend to be confirmed if normal absorption were established by treatment
with antibiotics or antihelminthics), (c) sprue, etc. (d) drug-induced malab-
sorption .and (e) pancreatic disease ' , or excessive gastic acid ^ (although
these factors seem less well established).
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3. TESTS OP VITAMIN B19 ABSORPTION

3.1
16The faecal excretion method of Heinle et al. estimates the fraction of ad-

ministered radioactive vitamin B, „ that is absorbed by determining the unabsorbed
labelled vitamin B, „ present in faeces during the -oeriod up to 8 days post-admini-
stration or until consecutive faecal specimens contain less than ].% of the admini-

17stered dose. The stool samples can be processed before counting the radioactivity ,
or alternatively counting may be effected in appropriate collection containers with-

1 Sout further manipulation if the counting geometry is suitable . The counting rate
from the specimen is compared with that of a standard, equal to or a known fraction
of the administered dose, measured identically,

The method gives a directly quantitative measure of vitamin B, ? absorption and
interferes negligibly with subsequent haematological examinations. It suffers from
the major disadvantage that complete collection is required and that loss of samples
may give an anomalously high value for absorption and an- apparently normal result.
Consequently the method may be used, generally, only for very reliable patients who
are hospitalized in well-supervised metabolic wards* ' The collection procedure is
often unpleasant for patients and, even more frequently, the assay procedures are
unpleasant for the technical staff (and their immediate colleagues). The test will
normally require 7 to 10 days to complete unless cathartics are used.

Some typical values reported in the literature are summarized in Table 2.

19The original urinary excretion method introduced by Schilling involves the
injection of a large dose of non-radioactive vitamin B, ? (usually 1000 y,g) at the
time of admini strati on of the labelled oral dose. Urine collected in the following
24 hours contains a large proportion of the injected dose of vitamin B, „ together
with about one-third of the orally administered labelled vitamin that has reached
the plasma after absorption. The fraction of the labelled dose in the urine gives
a diagnostic indication of the amount absorbed. In cases of low absorption, the
test is repeated with the addition of intrinsic factor to the oral dose of labelled
vitamin B.. ̂ Various workers have adopted modifications to this general procedure,
though it is not always unanimously agreed that a particular change is justifiable.

Injection of the parent era! flushing dose is delayed by some workers on the
20— 2^

grounds that the dose, or part of it, could find its way into the gut via bile
and consequently dilute the comparatively small mass of the oral dose. Since the
absorbed fraction of an oral dose decreases as the mass of vitamin BI „ increases ,



the percentage absorption of the test dose would Toe reduced accordingly. However,
25using faecal excretion tests, Callender and Evans found the same fractional ab-

sorption when the oral test dose was given alone as when it was given with a paren—
teral dose of 100 pg of vitamin £,„. On the other hand, the highest levels of

radioactivity in plasma and urine were found when the injected dose was admini-
!-)£

stered 6 hours after the oral dose , giving an improvement in sensitivity. In
practice, there is generally a sufficiently clear distinction between normal and
abnormal absorption of vitamin B., . when the injection and oral dose are given

simultaneously and this procedure is convenient both for the physician and patient.
Twenty-four hours is frequently chosen as the collection period and is generally

used for assessing results. Some investigators administer a further parenteral
flushing dose at this time and collect urine for a further 24 hours. This proce-
dure, although delaying the result accordingly, reduces the residual radioactivity
in the body, a fact that is advantageous both to the radiation safety of the patient
and when the test is to be repeated (with intrinsic factor). The longer collection
period may be more satisfactory, but still not long enough, for patients with
renal failure associated with raised blood urea, in whom there is a delayed excretion

27—30of large doses of vitamin B, _ . The greater probability and the significance
of urine losses with the protracted collection period must also be considered in
such cases.

Katz et al. demonstrated the feasibility of estimating simultaneously the
absorption of •* Co-vitamin B, _ given orally at the same time as Co-vitamin B, 0

Sfi "S?bound to normal human gastric juice. More recently, Co-vitamin B, ? and Co-
vitamin B, „ complex have been used, with an associated reduction in the radiation

32dose to the patient . However, some degree of overlap in the ranges for normal
subjects and for patients with pernicious anaemia has been noted ' ' . The ab-

sorption rate of simultaneously administered bound and unbound vitamin can be
useful diagnostically.

With counting equipment of good efficiency, such as a well-type sodium iodide
3*5 32detector or annular counter , doses of radioactivity of about 0.2 ]iGi can be

used. For the double-isotope studies some form of pulse-height discrimination is
required to distinguish the gamma rays of the respective radioisotopes and permit

their simultaneous determination.
The test has the advantage that the ability to absorb vitamin B,p can be

assessed within about 24 hours, or 48 hours if a separate repeat test with intrinsic
factor is required. The double-isotope test avoids delay and the absorption ratio

of bound/unbound vitamin can help to discriminate between normals (ratio roughly
<2.0), patients with pernicious anaemia (ratio roughly >2.0), and malabsorption
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from other causes, such as ileal resection, when the absorption of both bound and
unbound vitamin is low (ratio ' 2.0). In general, the ranges of absorption differ
sufficiently to distinguish between normal subjects and patients with pernicious

anaemia, though occasional overlap has been observed*
The major disadvantage of the test is, once more, the reliance on complete

collection of urine. In the author's experience, even physicians participating
personally in such studies have inadvertently provided incomplete collections,

despite their obvious awareness of the requirements of the test* An additional
disadvantage, from the point of view of definitive further investigation, is that
the essential large flushing dose of vitamin B, 0 produces a full haematological
remission in the otherwise' untreated patient and may do so even if the patient is

35deficient in folic acid rather than in vitamin B, ̂ ,
Some unr liability of the test has been reported in certain patients with

3'̂pernicious anaemia when the dose is given with intrinsic factor '", in the post-
gastrectomy statej '' ' " or in the presence of renal disease" ' '

Typical ranges, based on the literature, are summarized in Table 3«

3»_3 _ Plasma TÂ gĴ '̂ method

After an oral dose of labelled vitamin B..,-,, radioactivity appears in the plasma
and reaches a peak level o to 12 hours post-administration. The level of radio-
activity is used to assess vitamin B, absorption » A control sample of

10 -15 ml of blood is withdrawn from the patient into seguestrene before the
test dose is given, A similar sample is taken 0 to 12 hours after oral administration
of radioactive vitamin. The plasma radioactivity levels may be augmented by the
parenteral injection of 1000 ug of n on- radioactive vitamin Bn 0 a,t about the time

o^ *~
at which the oral dose is given'"'. A simultaneous urinary excretion test is thus
facilitated.

The control specimen, the sample and a standard -containing a known fraction of
the radioactivity of the administered oral dose are assayed in an identical coun-
ting geometry. By comparing the corrected net counting rates of the [.ample and
standard, the absorption index is expressed commonly as:

count s/ffiin r>er litre plasma——— 7-7 ——— ; ———— -— - ————— x 100
counts/mm in oral dose

It is necessary to specify clearly the mass of vitamin administered since, as
pointed out previously, this directly influences the percentage absorbed. It has
been suggested that the results should be normalized for bod3'~ weight ' , but others
have found no advantage in so doing ".
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A well-type scintillation counter is frequently used to measure the radio-
activity. For example, a sodium iodide detector of external dimensions 7«2 cm ̂  x
7.2 cm, in a lead shield 5 °r 1° cm thick gives satisfactory sensitivity.

The test has the advantage of requiring only a minimum of cooperation' by the

patient and it is comparatively convenient for Tooth physician and patient. The

uncertainties associated, with the completeness or otherwise of.urine and faecal
collections are obviated. The large flushing dose associated with the urinary
excretion method can also be avoided when this is desirable. The method is inde-
pendent of renal status and of intestinal radioactivity.

Difficulties are sometimes encountered in measuring reliably the low levels of
radioactivity in the plasma. Significant overlap of the ranges found in normal and
abnormal populations has also been observed ' •* , The test does not provide
a direct quantitative estimate of the actual amount of vitamin observed.

Typical results from the literature are given in Table 4°

3.4 ̂  The hepatic^ ̂uptake method

When labelled vitamin B. ? ifi absorbed, much of it ultimately reaches the
liver,, An indirect estimate of the amount absorbed can be obtained, therefore, by
measurements made with a sodium iodide detector placed in direct contact with the

50 'skin over the liver , The measurement is normally made about one week after ad-
ministration of the oral d.ose when the hepatic uptake is near maximal and radio-
activity in the colon has been largely excreted. An earlier measurement can be

51made if purging cathartics or an enema is used , Two or three sites over the
liver are measured, giving a mean counting rate which is corrected for body back-
ground estimated by counting at the posterior aspect of the left thigh , Two
abdominal areas are also counted as controls with respect to evacuation of non-
absorbed labelled vitamin. To quantify the uptake, a known intravenous dose of
0.05 ™ 0.1 y,g vitamin B.. labelled with the same radioisotope of cobalt, originally
60 57 5?Co, or with Co , is administered and the measurement repeated.

The advantages of the technique include independence from excreta collection

and associated errors, absence of requirement for a flushing dose and acceptability

in the presence of renal disease.
The method has a number of technical disadvantages. Difficulties in ensuring

geometrical reproducibility become apparent on close examination of repeated
measurements , The simultaneous use of Co and Co necessitates careful
interpretation of the findings because of the marked differences in the energies
of the respective gamma rays of these radionuclideso Associated differences in the
gamma-ray attenuation with depth and distribution in tissue must be shown to be a
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negligible source of error in the observed counting rates. Measurement s made at

48 hours post-administration are subject to inferior counting1 statistics, because
the peak of hepatic uptake has not been attained.

The test may also be unsatisfactory in the presence of liver disease when the
j- /• p-o

uptake may be abnormally low or, on the other hand, the regenerating liver may
store unusually large amounts of the vitamin""' .

Typical values from the literature are given in Table 5°

- ®

In this method, the amount of radioactivity retained in the body, after an
oral dose of labelled vitamin IL , is measured directly by external counters,

usually scintillation counters, arranged in a suitable geometry. An initial
control measurement is made on the patient to determine the contribution of body

radioactivity, primarily due to the radionuclide r 1C present as a constant fraction
of naturally occurring potassium. A check is also provided on contaminating radio-
nuclides remaining from other tests. The dose of labelled vitamin B, p is then
administered and the patient is re-measured, usually 20 or more minutes later.
The counting rate, corrected for counter background and pre-dose body radioactivity,

corresponds to 100̂  retention of the test dose. About one week la,ter, when the

unabsorbed radioactivity has been excreted, the patient is measured again. The
counting rate, corrected as before but also for radioactive decay, is compared with

the counting rate corresponding to 100̂  retention to yield the fractional retention
of the administered dose. The test can be repeated with intrinsic factor. A
double-isotope absorption test using Co- and Co-vitamin IL 0 giving simultaneously

n̂
results without and with intrinsic factor was introduced by Reizenstein et al. ,

and these labelling radionuclides have been used also by Heinrich . However, the
CT c*"1

stiitability of using Co- and Co-vitamin 'B, 0 simultaneously in a double-isotope

absorption test has now been demonstrated ~ ' ^ " , and the clinical applicability of
this approach has been exhibited in a wide range of studies relevant to vitamin B,~
absorption0' ~ . ^ Co-vitamin B, _ is to be preferred to Co- vitamin Bn 03 as

J-1^ 50 ^-^
it gives only 1/26 the radiation dose per ]iCi administered ^ ,

An absorption test in which Cr is simultaneously administered as an inert
7 /*" 77

marker has been used for the faecal excretion test ' and would be suitable, in

principle, for whole-body counting. However, some workers have not yet been able
ir\

to obtain satisfactory results with this method .
The performance and selection of suitable whole-body counting equipment for

absorption measurements in the light of recent developments has been considered in
79detail elsewhere . It might bear reemphasis, however, that the cost and complexity
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of the equipment need be little different from that used for in vitro measurements.
Advantages of the technique are that minimum cooperation is required from the

patient and that it is convenient both for the physician and patient. Hospitalization

of the patient is not required? two visits as an outpatient generally suffice.
The errors and difficulties of the collection and assay of excreta a,re avoided.
Wo large flushing dose of vitamin B.. ̂  is required and consequently the patient' s
haematological pattern is essentially undisturbed. The results are fully quanti-
tative, accurate and reliable, and are not invalidated by concomitant clinical
disorders, such as renal or hepatic disease. Only in exceptional cases have over-
lapping ranges of absorption been noted between normal subjects and patients with
pernicious anaemiac ' . Even in these cases, there is strong evidence exonerating
technical factors and suggesting that differences in the clinical criteria on
which the initial diagnoses were based might be at least a contributory factor
for the observed overlap of ranges.

The major disadvantage of this technique at present is that it is not generally
available to the clinician. This situation is changing rapidly as the advantages
of the method become appreciated more widely and it is realized and accepted that
expensive equipment and complex techniques are not necessarily involved. With the
double-isotope test, the results giving the absorption of both vitamin B.. _ and
vitamin. B, ̂-intrinsic factor complex will not be available until about 7 days post--

administration, unless purging cathartics are used.
Reference is made later to the clinical importance, or otherwise, to be

attached to the time delay between the beginning and completion of all tests for
vitamin B, 9 absorption,,

4. AN INTERCOMPARISON OP THE TESTS OP VITAMIN B12 ABSORPTION

The literature is studded with direct intercomparisons of two or more of the
tests of vitamin BI ? absorption considered here. However, it is sufficient for the
present purposes to note that, in general, the tests give satisfactory agreement
under the controlled conditions of the intercomparisons. There remain specific
differences in the nature of the tests, in their advantages and disadvantages and
in the conditions that will either invalidate them or influence their accuracy.
An attempt to summarize these differences has been made in Tpble 7. It might be

9 'noted, however, that some investigators dispense with the measurement of
vitamin, B, „ without intrinsic factor and rely on the results of an in~vitro radio-
assay for intrinsic factor in the patient's gastric juice. No one test is ob-
viously ideal or, presumably, everyone would be using it alone and this review
could then bt remarkable for its brevity. The selection of the test (or tests)
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"to "be adopted as the standard procedure will deoend on several factors, such as
the investigators' previoiis experience with a particular test and their attitude

toward change, the equipment available £.<id the purposes of measuring vitamin B.. ~
absorption. It is possible, nevertheless, to suggest criteria, for the ideal ab-
sorption test and to see to what extent each of the tests described fulfils these

requirements. Suitable criteria might be, not necessarily in the order of priority;

a) Minimum inconvenience to the patient.
b) Minimum disturbance of the patient's clinical status.
c) Minimum inconvenience to the physician and technical and nursing staff.

d) Minimum dependence on actions of patient and attendant staff,

e) Test not invalidated by concomitant clinical disorders.

f) Test technically reproducible.
g) Results available within an acceptable time period.
The faecal excretion method does not satisfy criteria, a, c and ds° the urinary

excretion method does not entirely fulfil any of the criteria a - e| the plasma

radioactivity method fails to satisfy only criterion e unless a large flushing dose

of vitamin B-j 0 is administered, in which case criterion b would also be violated;
the hepatic uptake method satisfies all but criteria e and f? the whole-body
counting method apparently satisfies all of these criteria, as well as providing a
directly quantitative estimate, leaving aside for the moment the definition of "an
acceptable time period" in criterion f and the question of the availability of

equipment. Thir analysis does not, of course, imply that whole-body counting is

the only method strictly suitable for measuring vitamin B, ~ absorption since the
conclusion is based only on the criteria, indicated and no account has been taken
of the relative importance of the criteria nor of the extent to which various
criteria me.y not be fulfilled. For example, the widely used urinary excretion
method is inconvenient to and dependent on the patient and staff only to the

extent that complete urine collection and assay are required. In some institutions,

this procedure may be achieved entirely satisfactorily and without difficulty while,
additionally, few patients with concomitant renal disease may be involved. Further-
more, the plasma radioactivity method provides a result most rapidly and its par-
ticular value may be that it caji be carried out concurrently with all of the other
tests.

The time period within which, a test should provide a resu.lt is obviously a
matter for clinical judgement and may depend on the individual patient (as well

8?as the individual physician). On genera,! grounds' ~, changes in vitamin B1 _ meta-
bolism appear to be very gradual, as exemplified by the long time period of 5 years
between total gastrectomy and the development of pernicious anaemia. To an



unqualified observer, such as the author, even the longest time period of about
7 days to obtain a definitive result seems very short compared with the implied
time-scale of vitamin B.. Q metabolism, Ooviously, this may not be so in the most
critical cases when, other clinical criteria may indicate that more immediate

initiation of remedial treatment is necessary.
While the equipment for the other methods is generally common-place, whole-

body counters may not be and this fact is presently a significant drawback. There
has been a reni3,rkable increase in the number of whole-body counters established for
clinical purposes in recent years . This may be partly attributable to the more
widespread realization that, as pointed out earlier, shadow-shield or partially

shielded whole-body counters can provide a performance equal to that of conventional
counters but at significantly lower cost and with comparatively sinrole construe-

7f^ Q A Q CT

tion ' '. These counters can also be tailor-made to a required sensitivity .
It seems reasonable to expect, therefore, that whole-body counters will become
available more generally. An economic justification for this trend has been out-

79lined" and, if the trend continues, this
rival the popularity of the other tests„

79lined" and, if the trend continues, this technique could, in the future, at least

5. ABSORPTION MEASUREMENTS OTHER THAN FOR ROUTINE CLINICAL DIAGNOSIS

The foregoing discussion of the methods of measuring vitamin B, 0 absorption
has been primarily in the context of routine clinical diagnosis. However, two
other investigative areas merit sDecial mention and some consideration, namely
research studies, particularly those involving healthy controls, and epidemiological
studies. Research studies of the many facets of vitamin B^ ? metabolism frequently

require comparisons involving a control population of healthy normal subjects or
volunteers with irrelevant diseases. It seems reasonable to stiggest, and is in
accordance with the author's experience, that in control subjects in particular,

1) Cooperation oc ^in^onVenience of tTst7xY(¥eeT f orr
. 1

2) Reliability of result a -rzr" —— ̂ r — ' —— • - — y~. — Tt ——— , • " w' J (Dependence n subject's actions)3

where x, y and z are coefficients /> .1.0
If these "laws" are even approximately true, then the plasma radioactivity and
whole-body counting methods are most suitable and, if quantitative results are

required, the latter is more appropriate. Obviously, especially on an outpatient
basis, the collection of excreta is best avoided. While the hepatic uptake method
also avoids this problem, this method is less accurate because of the difficulties

of geometrical reproducibilitjr; its results are not quantitative. The double-
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6°—7^isotope technique '~ has "been shown to be particularly useful for such studies

since the individual acts as his own control when two factors affecting vitamin B, ̂
absorption, such as the form of the cobalamin, arc to be examined.

There are certain instances where studies of an epidemiological nature might
be warranted. For example, the following questions do not appear to have been
answered definitively:

a) Is the apparently lovi incidence of pernicious anaemia in largely
vegetarian countries a misconception attributable to inadequate screening of the
population, or is it real and .attributable to a modified and more efficient ab-
sorption mechanism from food of low vitamin B, 0 content, to extra-ordinary sources
of dietary vitamin B, 0 or to something else ?

_L r

b) Is it possible to determine which patients, among those who have under-
gone relevant surgery, such as partial gastrectomy, are likely to develop vita-

min B-0 deficiency in the future and will require follow-up for this specific

reasor? Can a time be estimated, in appropriate cases, at which treatment will
become mandatory before the presentation of frank pernicious anaemia, ?

c) Is there a significant proportion of the population of individual
countries with ''latent pernicious anaemia" due to only a partial defect of ab-
sorption, possibly in conjunction with dietary factors ? If so, should some effort

be made to identify such individuals and begin treatment before the onset of frank
pernicious anaemia ?

There are other analogous questions and it is worth considering which methods
might be most appropriate if such studies were to proceed. Again, those methods
that can "be most readily conducted on an outpa,tient basis and that minimise the
patient's responsibility for a reliable result have most to commend them. As before,
the plamsa-radioactivity method and whole-body counting would seem most appropriate.

The former is particularly advantageous when counting facilities are remote from
the patients, while a mobile whole-bodj
in taking the equipment to the patient.
the patients, while a mobile whole-body counter can be correspondingly effective

6. CONCLUSIONS

The diagnostic usefulness of measuring the absorption of vitamin B, 0, summarizedjo *•£-
in Table Q u, is well-established., Although the tests described are generally
satisfactory, each has particular advantages and drawbacks that merit attention
in the selection of the most appropriate test.
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TABLE 1. CAUSES OF MALABSORPTIOW OF VITAMIN B.̂

Jnadjsqu^aj^ j^ ji^^ ifiljj^AgjL
Failure of the stomach to adequately secrete' intrinsic factor

Addisonian pernicious anemia
Hereditary failure of intrinsic factor secretion
Hereditary degenerative gastric atrophy
Gastric atrophy as the end result of superficial inflammatory gastritis;

superficial gastritis with atrophy
Autoimmunity producing gastric atrophy (?)

Lesions that destroy the gastric mucosa (ingested corrosives, linitis plastica,
etc. )

Endocrine disorders (hypothyroidism, nolyendocrinopathy, etc,)
Intrinsic factor inhibitor in gastric secretion

Antibody to intrinsic factor (in saliva, or gastric or intestinal juice)
Blocking antibody
Binding antibody

Small irrtegtinal .disorder (affecting ileum, which is the main site of B, ? absorption)
— •• • »...«! ir-Y— '̂'i.'TL— ̂. f." .1"''"" ~~~" ~ ^ \

Gluten induced enteropathy (childhood coeliac disease, adult coeliac disease)
(idiopathic steatorrhoea, non-tropical sprue)

Tronical sprue
Regional ileitis
Strictures or anastomoses of the small bowel
Intestinal resection
Malignancies and granulomatous lesions involving the small intestine
Other conditions characterized by chronically disturbed intestine function

Drugs
Para--amino salicylic acid (PAS)
Col chi cine
Neomycin
Ethanol
Oral contraceptive agents ?
Bigus nides (metformin)

Specific ma!jab_Borpji_gn_ Jlo^^^^tjmijn^ _B. 0
Due to long-term ingest ion of calcium-chelating agents
Due to inadequately alkaline pH in ileum
Unknown causes (absence of intestinal receptors for B]_2-intrinsic factor

complex ? absence of "releasing factor79 ?)
a) Congenital (imerslund-Grasbeck Syndrome) (receptors present ?)
b) Acquired (form fruste of sprue) (receptors absent ?)

Inadequate pancreatic exocrine secretion

Competition for vitamin B, 0^j^ JLnt_egt inal^ parasi j e s_ or b act eri a
a) Fish tapei\rorm (Diphyllobothriura latum)
b) Bacteria: The blind loop syndrome (B, ?-greedy bacteria)
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TABLE 2. ABSORPTION OP RADIOACTIVE VITAMIN B12 AS ASSESSED BY TEE FAECAL
EXCRETION METHOD44

Dose of
vitemin B

Amount of vitamin B, 0 absorbed
(w) 12

Control subjects Pernicious anaemia

0.5
1.0
2.0

0.27 - 0.45
0.26 - 0.87
0.08 - 1.66

0.0 - 0.18
0.0 - 0.28

0.5
1.0

Witl- intrinsic factor
0.12 - 0.30

0.30 - 0.73

TABLE 3. ABSORPTION OP RADIOACTIVE VITAMN
URINARY-EXCRETION METHOD

AS ASSESSED BY THE 24-HOUR

Subjects
Dose of

vitamin B,. ?

M

Single-isotope method '
Controls
P.A.
Controls
P.A.
Controls
P.A.

0.5
0.5
1.0
1.0
2.0
2.0

Double-isotope method
Controls
P.A.
Heal

0.25*)
0.2513'

X

resection 0.25b|
Controls
P.A.

0.5 c(
0.5 o)

% of administered radioactivity in 24h urine

BI p alone

16 - 40
0.0 - 7.5

10 - 39
0.0 - 6.8
5 - 17
0.0 - 2.6

14.0 - 34.8
0.3 - 10.0-

1.1 - 6.1
9.0 - 40.0
0.75- 9.0

B19 + I. P.
JL £-

—

6.0 - 31.0
-

3.0 - 30.0
-

1.7 - 16.4

15.7 - 33.0
1.8 - 1-7.8

0..8 - 7.1
10.0 - 26.0
3.5 - 23.5

B, ,, + I. P.-i'*t rt • •*• • * •

Ratio; ——— »• • • • " •
B12

—
-
-
-
-
—

0.8 - 1.8
1.6 - 9.6

0.73 - 1.16
0.65 - 1.45
1.75 - 6.30

Ref.(44)mcluding data from (34)
Combined data of refs«(3l)and(33)using 0.25
Ref. using 0.5 yg B12 alone and 0.5 \ig I

B, p alone and 0.25
with I.P.

B.,2 wi-til I»P»
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TABLE 4. ABSORPTION OF RADIOACTIVE VITAMIN B12 AS ASSESSED BY THE 8 HOUR
PLASMA LEVELS OP RADIOACTIVITY

Dose of
Subjects vit"in B12

(wr)

a.}Single isotope test '
Controls 0.5
P.A. 0.5
Controls 1.0
P.A. 1.0
Double-isotope test '
Controls 0.5
P.A. 0.5

fa oi administered radioactivity per
litre plasma

B. p alone

1,01 - 2,58
o.oo - 1.90
0.67 - 3.78
0.02 - 0.42

0.36 - 3.52
0.00 - 0.70

r

B12 + i. P.

0.50 - 2.50
0.59 - 2.00

0.44 - 4.12
0.25 - 2.72

B12 + I. P.Ratio: —— a- ———— •
B12

0.67 - 2.26
1.30 -12.5

aj Data from refs. (34,44-49)
^ Data from ref.(34)using 0.5 ]ig B.. 0 alone and 0.5 \ig B, 9 + I.P.,2

TABLE 5. ABSORPTION OP RADIOACTIVE VITAMIN B12 AS ASSESSED BY HEPATIC
UPTAKE METHOD86

Subjects

Controls
P.A.

Hepatic surface counting rate adjixsted to dose of
58 a)1.0 jiCi Co-vitamin B,2

B.. p alone

1600 - 4633 count s/min
0 - 720

B12 + I.

w

1574 - 4268

P.

count s/min\

Administered dose of vitamin : 0.25 - 0.5
0. 3 - 0.5
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TABLE 6. ABSORPTION OF RADIOACTIVE ¥lfAMI5f B12 AS ASSESSED BY WHOLE-BODY
COUNTING METHOD

Subjects

B,£ alone

% absorption

+ I.P. Ratio:
Blg + I.P.

B,12

Controls
P.A.

20
0

- 85
- 22

Double-isotope method
Controls 19.6 - 84 . 9
P.A. 0.3 - 16,2

15.2 - 56.0

27.1 - 73.6
9.7 - 73.2

2.9 - 25

0.44 - 1.91
2.32 - 15.2

a' Combined data of refs. (49,60,62,63,72,87-89)

b) Prom refs. (62,63)



TAELT: 7. SURVEY OP M^NIACES JUTO -DIZ ZZS OF 'FIE mE DIAGNOSTIC VITAMIN B12 ABSORPTION TESTS

Vi-tani-i D- "12
Absoroticn C?e3",

_
.»,.•»»«»«, :*^*^^.-*r, .,*.:.*.«.»..»«.. ^noA.rnMW.

Counting technicrcio

Counting spjjrols
\
I Required, tine (days)

Quantitative test for 3,?
| absorption

Possible errors introducted. by
patients, nurses and technicians

Invalidation by

Test influences B, ^ metabolism

i

Faoce,.- -
Eyc.rci.ion

Test
-«!«-. a»«^m^, r««r»-™»u--

in vitro

faeces

; - v

yes

lost faeces

~

no

brine- Blood-Con- Livsr-Iu-
Excreiio'.i cent ration corporation

Test Test Test
j

in vitro in vitro in vivo

urine ( blood liver
i

? - 3 i 0,5 5 - 7jf

limited i no no
i

reproducibility
: of counting

lost uri.ne no geometryI
kidney liver

diseases f diseases i
1

yes i no no

I

Whole-Body
Retention

Test

'.
\ in vi\rc!•

vihole-body

5 - 7

yes

no

—

no

\i

*
H*

VD
t



TABLE 8. DIAGNOSTIC APPLICATION OP RADIOACTIVE VITAMIN B-_2 ABSORPTION TEST
78

Method
Nutritional

megaloblastie
* cuidcuu. c:.

Dose alone

Dose with I. P.

Dose after
antibiotics

Normal
absorption

Normal
absorption

Normal
absorption

Pernicious
anaemia.

Total
gastrectomy

u__ 1 J

Subnormal
absorption

,—

Subnormal
absorption

<f

Improvement Improvement

:

Partial
gastrectomy

Subnormal
absorption

Improvement

Loop
syndrome

Subnormal
absorption

No
Improvement

Improvement
if the ileum
is intact

Idiopathic
steatorrhoea

*Xv^ta*m&t*i*&tWafX[aett\~!&SMrj<*ta«*t&aBmfhi

50% of patients
subnormal
" - -*"

No
Improvement

No
Improvement

Tropical
sprue

L- _J
—————————— f

Subnormal i
s/u ̂ ox*"o*c j» ori ?^

\
No j

Improvement ]
|

5

4

Improvement •
in many


